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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Proposition 39 allocates up to $550 million per year for five years for energy efficiency and clean energy projects in California’s public schools, community colleges, universities, and other public facilities. It also provides funding for workforce training in energy efficiency and clean energy. This report estimates the job and workforce impacts of Proposition 39 investments, including the occupational mix of jobs and the number of entry-level positions. It presents information on workers in two key sets of occupations: the building and construction workers who will be engaged in energy efficiency retrofits and clean energy installations, and the school facilities personnel who can reduce energy use through improved operations and maintenance of buildings and their systems. The report also identifies potential training needs for the construction and school facilities workforce and estimates the number of workers that may require training for Proposition 39-funded projects. It also presents recommendations on program elements that can help ensure good jobs and workforce outcomes.

Key Findings

Job Creation

- Proposition 39 investments will create an estimated 3,410 direct person-year jobs and 7,843 total person-year jobs annually, including indirect and induced jobs, if $550 million is used for energy efficiency retrofits distributed via grants. We use a conservative rule-of-thumb of 6.2 direct person-year jobs per million dollars of investment in energy efficiency retrofits and a 2.3 employment multiplier for these estimates, and present caveats in the report. A person-year job is defined as one full-time, one-year job—not one permanent job.

- If some of the funds are spent on renewable energy installations, the number of direct jobs is likely to be slightly smaller and the total stimulus slightly larger due to a larger estimated multiplier.

- Leveraging additional financing for energy retrofits and clean energy installations with a portion of the Proposition 39 funding would add jobs in direct proportion to the size of the increased investment. We use a conservative multiplier of four for the increase in total investment that could be leveraged from a revolving loan fund, based on a recent UCLA/LABC study. Creating a $50 million dollar revolving fund would result in an estimated total investment of $700 million and an estimated 4,340 direct jobs; creating a $100 million dollar revolving loan fund would result in an estimated investment of $850 million and an estimated 5,270 direct jobs.
Occupations and Entry-Level Jobs

- An estimated two-thirds of the direct jobs (or 2,273 jobs) will be in skilled construction trades occupations; one-sixth will be in professional and managerial occupations such as architects, engineers, project managers, and contractors; and only two percent will be in specialized energy occupations such as energy auditors.

- Proposition 39 retrofits will create an estimated 1,894 journey-level and 379 apprentice jobs annually in the trades.

- Proposition 39 retrofit projects will create an estimated 95 entry-level, first-year apprentice jobs annually in the construction trades.

Workforce Training

California can leverage its rich and extensive existing training infrastructure to meet the training needs for carrying out Proposition 39 projects successfully.

- Construction Trades Workers Training

  o Construction trades workers on Proposition 39 projects will be trained via the state’s key asset for training construction workers, the state-certified apprenticeship system. These four- to five-year training programs are largely self-funded by employers and workers.

  o There will be some need for funding for pre-apprenticeship training programs (which generally do not have dedicated funding sources) to prepare disadvantaged workers for apprenticeships, but this need is limited because of the low number of entry-level job openings. The U.S. Department of Labor’s new guidance on pre-apprenticeship programs and AB 554 (2011) provide a standard to assess effective pre-apprenticeship programs.

  o Further research is needed to determine whether journey-level workers need any upgrade training for new energy-saving technologies that go beyond code.

- School Facilities Personnel

  o There are up to 30,000 school maintenance and operations workers across the state whose responsibilities affect the energy performance of school buildings.

  Existing training partnerships and curricula provide building blocks for expanded training for energy efficient building operations and maintenance.
Performance Goals and Data Tracking for Jobs
Proposition 39 should require performance goals and data tracking for the quantity and quality of construction jobs created and the demographic and geographic distribution of workers, particularly for entry-level jobs.

Training Investments
Training investments should prioritize support for:

- Effective pre-apprenticeship programs that are linked to and aligned with state-certified apprenticeship programs. However, given the small number of expected entry-level job openings, this investment should be limited.
- Energy efficiency and renewable energy training for incumbent school employees responsible for the maintenance and operation of school facilities, to ensure that workers can properly operate systems and equipment to achieve the full potential of energy savings.
- If policymakers decide to expand funding for job training beyond what is needed for implementation of Proposition 39 projects, these investments should align with other state workforce development investments and use existing programs to create pathways for disadvantaged workers into career-track jobs and/or further training and education.

Training investments should include performance goals and track relevant information including completion and job placement rates, wages, and retention.

Contractor Qualifications and Workers Skill Certifications
Proposition 39 should adopt responsible contractor requirements that include the use of apprentices and journey-level graduates from state-certified apprenticeship programs. If needed, specialized certifications for new “beyond-code” technologies should also be required.

Employment for Disadvantaged Communities
Where project labor agreements with targeted hire goals already have been adopted, Proposition 39 funds should be subject to them, as they have a strong track record of facilitating the hiring of disadvantaged workers. Preference should also be given to retrofit and installation projects that adopt such agreements.

Compliance
Funding for enforcement of the public works section of the California Labor Code and Proposition 39 programs should be sufficient to ensure compliance with prevailing wages and other standards.

Oversight
The Labor and Workforce Development Agency should oversee the jobs and training aspects of Proposition 39 program development to ensure alignment with other ongoing state efforts and to help maximize the jobs benefits.

See http://www.irle.berkeley.edu/vial/publications/prop39_program_recommendations.pdf for a more detailed description of these recommendations.
1. INTRODUCTION

Proposition 39, approved by voters in November 2012, allocates up to $550 million per year for five years for energy efficiency and clean energy projects in California’s public schools, community colleges, universities, and other public facilities. In addition to its goals of reducing the use and cost of energy for these facilities, Proposition 39 states that funds should “create good-paying energy efficiency and clean energy jobs in California.” It also includes the goal of training and employing disadvantaged youth, veterans, and others for jobs in these sectors.

This research brief presents information and analysis on the job impacts and training needs of Proposition 39. The Legislature and the Brown administration are responsible for determining the specific allocation of funds and the rules that govern their use. Their decisions will not only affect the outcomes of this public investment on energy savings and school budgets, but also on the quantity and quality of jobs created and the employment opportunities available to disadvantaged Californians.

We begin by describing eligible Proposition 39 projects and identifying the businesses and industries that will be engaged in this work. We then estimate the number of jobs created by Proposition 39 under various scenarios, based on available research about the job impacts of energy efficiency and renewable energy investments. Next, we examine the related occupations and workforce, focusing on workers in two key sets of occupations that are critical to lowering energy use in schools: the construction workforce who will install energy retrofit and clean energy projects and the incumbent school facilities personnel responsible for maintenance and operations. Finally, we identify potential training needs for the construction and school facilities workforce and estimate the number of workers that may require training for Proposition 39-funded projects.

2. ELIGIBLE PROJECTS AND INDUSTRIES

Proposition 39 provides funding for energy efficiency retrofits and clean energy installations, along with related improvements and repairs that reduce operating costs, improve health and safety conditions or provide other environmental benefits for schools, colleges, universities, and other public buildings. Eligible expenditures also include workforce training for energy efficiency and clean energy careers, and public/private financing instruments to leverage additional funds for Proposition 39 projects.

California’s K-12 public schools, which are the main recipient of Proposition 39 funds in all the current executive branch and legislative proposals, spend an estimated $132 per student each year on energy, totaling $700 million annually. This is roughly equivalent to spending on books and supplies. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency estimates that up to 30 percent of school energy use can be reduced through energy efficiency or conservation.
Figure 1 shows national data on the distribution of energy usage in schools, illustrating that a full two-thirds of total energy consumption in schools is used by the heating, ventilation and cooling (HVAC) systems. Lighting, the next largest source of energy consumption, uses on average 14 percent of the energy consumed in schools. Upgrades to HVAC and lighting systems, as well as improvements to the building envelope such as insulation and window improvements, are critical for lowering energy use in schools.

Energy efficiency retrofits and renewable energy installations fall squarely within the building and construction industry and are performed by general and specialty construction contractors and their skilled construction trades workers. These companies either contract directly with school districts or are subcontracted by energy services companies (ESCOs) who enter into energy performance-based contracts with school districts or other entities. ESCOs generally provide a turn-key service in which the ESCO assumes at least part of the risk and reward of energy efficiency investments and often provides financing, auditing, subcontracting of installation work, and other services.

Improving the operational efficiency of buildings also provides a critical opportunity for reducing energy use and costs. Improvements in the operation of building systems, such as HVAC and lighting, can reduce energy consumption by an estimated five to twenty percent for an existing commercial building. Operations and maintenance practices are the day-to-day activities needed to keep a building operating effectively and keep building users comfortable and safe. Energy efficient practices include monitoring energy use, adjusting and properly maintaining equipment, and running the building’s lighting, HVAC, and other mechanical systems in alignment with the building’s operating hours and occupancy levels.
3. JOB CREATION FROM PROPOSITION 39 INVESTMENTS

ENERGY EFFICIENCY RETROPTS AND RENEWABLE ENERGY GENERATION

Our job forecast analysis, summarized in Table 1, suggests that about 3,410 direct jobs per year will be created if Proposition 39 funds are all used on a grant program for energy efficiency retrofits. We derive this number using a conservative rule of thumb, based on our review of existing research, that 6.2 jobs are created for every million dollars of investment in energy efficiency retrofit work. We forecast that roughly 7,843 jobs in total will be created, including the indirect and induced jobs. We derive this number using a conservative multiplier of 2.3, also based on our review of existing studies which use IMPLAN, a commonly-used economic multiplier model. If some of the funds are spent on renewable energy installations, the number of direct jobs is likely to be slightly smaller and the total stimulus slightly larger due to a larger estimated multiplier. If some of the funds are used to leverage other public or private investment, the number of jobs created will grow directly in proportion to the amount of total investment generated.

Table 1: Estimated Annual Person-Year Jobs for Proposition 39 Energy Efficiency Projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person-Year Jobs (Direct)</th>
<th>Total Person-Year Jobs (Direct, Indirect &amp; Induced)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Per $1 Million</td>
<td>Per $550 Million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>3,410</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Job forecasting is not an exact science, and should be viewed with caution. Below, we provide a detailed explanation of our assumptions, data sources, and definitions of terms. Table 2 presents our source materials from previous research and the authors’ analysis. For simplicity’s sake, our forecast is based on a $550 million dollar per year investment via direct grants for eligible projects. The Proposition allows for 4 percent ($22 million) for administration, and an undetermined amount for planning, technical assistance, and workforce training. Job projections would probably rise slightly if we specifically allocated $50 million per year for administration, technical assistance and workforce training because these labor intensive activities result in a higher number of jobs per million dollars of investment. However, there is insufficient information to warrant this additional refinement of our estimates.

The studies listed in Table 2 estimate the jobs created per million dollars of investment in energy efficiency and renewable energy, and are scaled up to estimate the impact of Proposition 39. These studies use a variety of methodologies and data sources, and include investments in a number of different building types. None of these studies have specific information on the jobs created by investments in school retrofits for California. Job numbers can vary significantly depending on the type, size, age, and maintenance history of a building as well as the type of retrofit work that is carried out. As a consequence, and as Table 2
illustrates, the job projections vary substantially. Job creation is expressed in person-year jobs, defined as one full-time, one-year job—not one permanent job.

Table 2 documents the range of projections for direct jobs in businesses hired to carry out energy efficiency and renewable energy projects. The forecast for direct jobs includes only those jobs generated in entities that are the recipient of Proposition 39 expenditures. Table 2 also includes a forecast for total jobs, including the indirect and induced jobs from the so-called “multiplier effect.” Indirect jobs are those generated in the supply chain due to the demand for inputs from the direct investment in energy efficiency and renewable energy. Induced jobs are those created from the demand for goods and services generated by increases in income from business owners and workers carrying out the energy efficiency and renewable energy projects.\footnote{11}

Estimates for direct jobs are considered quite reliable as they are generally derived from federal government data collected in large surveys of firms. Moreover, their accuracy can be checked if jobs are tracked during program implementation. Estimates of direct jobs are critical for determining training needs. Forecasts of total jobs including the multiplier effect are less reliable as they model the interaction effects within the economy. However, particularly in cases such as this one where Proposition 39 brings in revenues that would otherwise be spent outside the state, indirect and induced effects are likely to be significant.

The studies cited in Table 2 provide a range of estimates of the job creation potential from Proposition 39 investments. If all funds are spent on energy efficiency retrofits, the studies suggest a range between 1,375 and 3,850 direct person-year jobs will be created annually. The estimates for ESCOs indicate the smallest number of jobs by far. It is not clear whether this is due to the very small sample of interviews from which this data is derived, or because ESCOs obtain greater revenues per worker by capturing the value of the energy savings. For the total jobs created by energy efficiency projects, including the indirect and induced jobs, the studies suggest a range of 6,050 to 11,165 person-year jobs.

Table 2 also provides job estimates if all Proposition 39 funds were spent on solar energy installations, showing fewer direct jobs per million but a greater multiplier effect. Projects eligible for Proposition 39 funding may ultimately include a mix of energy efficiency and renewable energy components.

If the investments in retrofits or renewable energy lead to substantial savings on utility bills, the recipient entities can redirect these funds each year. These redirected funds will create jobs as well. The studies listed above do not incorporate this type of induced job impact, which could increase the multiplier. If all K-12 public schools could be retrofitted and were able to save, on average, 25 percent of the $700 million they spend in aggregate on energy, $175 million per year could be allocated for other purposes. This would create additional induced jobs. As Proposition 39 is implemented and energy savings and costs are tracked, it will be possible to estimate the job-creating potential of these redirected funds as well.
Table 2. Range of Estimated Person-Year Jobs Based On Previous Research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Source</th>
<th>Sector of Investment</th>
<th>Person-Year Jobs (Direct)</th>
<th>Person-Year Jobs (Direct, Indirect &amp; Induced)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Per $1 Million</td>
<td>Per $550 Million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Efficiency (assuming that all funds are spent on energy efficiency retrofits)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence Berkeley National Lab (2010)$^{12}$</td>
<td>ESCOs and Associated Building and Construction Industry</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1,375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC Berkeley Donald Vial Center WE&amp;T Needs Assessment and IMPLAN analysis (2011)$^{13}$</td>
<td>All Investor-Owned Utility (CA) Energy Efficiency Programs</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>2,805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC Berkeley Center for Labor Research and Education IMPLAN analysis (2013)$^{14}$</td>
<td>Maintenance and Repair, Non-Residential Construction</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>3,410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence Berkeley National Lab (2010)$^{15}$</td>
<td>Ratepayer-Funded Energy Efficiency Programs</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>3,410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence Berkeley National Lab (2010)$^{16}$</td>
<td>Public Sector (Federal and State) Energy Efficiency Programs</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>3,575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Economy Research Institute / Center for American Progress (2009)$^{17}$</td>
<td>Energy Efficiency Building Retrofit</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>3,850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy (2011) and Next Generation (2012)$^{18}$</td>
<td>Energy Efficiency Building Retrofit</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renewable Energy (assuming that all funds are used for renewable energy projects)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC Berkeley Donald Vial Center WE&amp;T Needs Assessment and IMPLAN analysis (2011)$^{19}$</td>
<td>California Solar Initiative$^{20}$</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1,650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Economy Research Institute / Center for American Progress (2009)$^{21}$</td>
<td>Solar Energy</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>2,970</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ADDITIONAL DIRECT JOB CREATION THROUGH LEVERAGING

Proposition 39 investments could create a substantial number of additional jobs, if some of the funds are used to leverage additional financing for energy efficiency retrofits and clean energy installations. A recent study by the UCLA Luskin Center for Innovation and the Los Angeles Business Council Institute (UCLA/LABC) estimates that a revolving loan fund capitalized with $50 million per year from Proposition 39 investments could result in four times the total investment dollars than would be available from a direct grants program. The jobs created would also be quadrupled, as the number of jobs would be expected to grow in direct proportion to the size of the resulting investment.

Table 3 presents job creation scenarios for leveraging Proposition 39 funds by moving $50 million or $100 million dollars of the funds per year into a revolving fund. Our estimates use a conservative multiplier of four for the increase in investment that could be leveraged from a revolving loan fund, based on the UCLA/LABC study. Creating a $50 million dollar revolving fund would result in an estimated total investment of $700 million and an estimated 4,340 direct jobs; creating a $100 million dollar revolving loan fund would result in an estimated investment of $850 million and an estimated 5,270 direct jobs.

Table 3. Comparison of Direct Person-Year Jobs Created by Leveraging Proposition 39 Funds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direct Grants</th>
<th>Revolving Loan Fund</th>
<th>Total Invested</th>
<th>Person-Year Jobs (Direct)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$550 million</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>$550 million</td>
<td>3,410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$500 million</td>
<td>$50 million</td>
<td>$700 million</td>
<td>4,340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$450 million</td>
<td>$100 million</td>
<td>$850 million</td>
<td>5,270</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TRACKING ACTUAL JOB CREATION

The wide range of job creation estimates based on various studies highlights the importance of tracking actual job creation as Proposition 39 is implemented and projects are funded. Given the job directives in Proposition 39, tracking the quality of jobs (wages and benefits) as well as the geographic and demographic composition of their workforce is also important. State- and ratepayer-funded energy efficiency and clean energy investments have generally relied solely on forecasts. However, jobs can be efficiently tracked using a certified payroll data tracking system as has been done in the Los Angeles Unified School District.

Proposition 39 is covered by prevailing wage legislation and therefore is set up to create good jobs with benefits. Additional responsible contractor requirements to encourage the hiring of experienced contractors and ensure that the workforce is adequately trained can also contribute to successful outcomes. Requiring that contractors participate in state-certified apprenticeship programs can guarantee that the workforce is highly-trained. Specialized certifications for installation of “beyond code” new technologies may also be of value.
Enforcement of prevailing wage and contractor requirements is also critical since labor violations do occur. A recent example is the case at El Camino Community College in Torrance, where an HVAC contractor was fined by the California Labor Commission for paying workers as little as $8.50 an hour on a prevailing wage job.26

4. OCCUPATIONS AND ENTRY-LEVEL JOBS

An important goal of Proposition 39 is to provide job opportunities for disadvantaged youth, veterans, and other workers in California. Not all of the new jobs created by Proposition 39 investments are accessible to disadvantaged workers since many of the jobs require specific skills and experience. To assess where entry points for disadvantaged workers will be available, it is critical to understand the occupational distribution of jobs from these investments. Using our occupational analysis from the 2011 California Workforce Education and Training (WE&T) Needs Assessment for Energy Efficiency, Distributed Generation, and Demand Response, we estimate that about two-thirds of the direct jobs on Proposition 39 projects will be in traditional construction trades occupations, one-sixth will be in professional and managerial occupations associated with the building and construction industries (such as architects, engineers, project managers and contractors), and one-sixth will be in a variety of supportive occupations such as administrative personnel.27 Only two percent of the jobs will be in specialized energy efficiency occupations such as energy auditor.28

Construction trades jobs are perceived as accessible entry points for disadvantaged workers because they do not require a college degree but can provide, at least in the unionized sector, a career-track, middle-class job. Entry into public works and most career-track construction jobs occurs through acceptance into an apprenticeship program.

We estimate that Proposition 39 projects will create roughly 95 entry-level construction jobs for first-year apprentices, as shown in Figure 2. This is based on our estimate that 3,410 person-year jobs will be created in businesses hired to complete energy efficiency projects and that two-thirds (2,273) of the direct jobs will be in the construction trades. In any occupation, new hires of workers at the beginning of their career are always a small percentage of the total number of workers. In public works construction, the percentage of new hires is largely determined by the California Labor Code which requires at least one hour of apprentice work for every five hours of journey-level work on a project.29 The construction workforce for Proposition 39 projects therefore must be comprised of at least 17 percent apprentice hours, translating into about 379 apprentices per year. Roughly 95 apprentice positions would be entry-level jobs for first-year apprentices, assuming that apprenticeship programs average four years and that there is an even distribution of first-year through fourth-year apprentices for these projects.30
5. MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS JOBS RELATED TO PROPOSITION 39 INVESTMENTS

Building energy performance is based in part on the daily actions of maintenance and operations staff including those working in California’s roughly 1,000 school districts and 10,000 schools.\textsuperscript{31} For example, custodians (typically the first employees to arrive on campus) can improve energy savings by turning on lights and air conditioners in a staggered fashion throughout a building to prevent high start-up currents and minimize peak electricity demand usage.\textsuperscript{32} School custodians and maintenance workers can therefore play a critical role in ensuring that Proposition 39 projects achieve maximum potential energy savings.\textsuperscript{33} Facility managers and/or skilled trades workers also play an important role in reducing energy use and costs.

Job classifications and staffing patterns for these roles vary widely across schools and districts, depending on school size and other factors. In smaller school districts, a worker may perform two distinct jobs and therefore have a title such as Bus Driver/Custodian. Among Soledad Unified’s 18 maintenance and operations staff, for example, 11 are full-time custodians but eight of them split time between custodial and bus driving duties.\textsuperscript{34} Larger school districts typically have more specialized staff; in San Diego Unified, for example, there are 770 maintenance and operations staff including 295 full-time custodians.\textsuperscript{35} Given this variability, it is difficult to precisely identify the set of school employees who could improve energy savings if they received more training.
We limit our discussion to school facilities personnel due to lack of information on personnel in community colleges and other entities that may be eligible for Proposition 39 funds. We estimate that there are more than 30,000 school maintenance and operations workers statewide in key job classifications related to facilities maintenance and operations which can contribute to the goals of Proposition 39 projects, as documented in Table 4. Median starting wages range from $13.81 per hour for custodians to $20.92 per hour for electricians, a higher-skilled trades position.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Category</th>
<th>Estimated Workers Statewide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Custodian</td>
<td>22,468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance Worker</td>
<td>6,328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVAC</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Painter</td>
<td>363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrician</td>
<td>334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plumber</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>30,522</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. WORKFORCE TRAINING NEEDS

Proposition 39 requires that some funding be allocated to workforce development programs to train and employ disadvantaged youth, veterans, and others on energy efficiency and clean energy projects. This section assesses the need for new investment in workforce training for workers in jobs created by or affected by Proposition 39 investments. Proposition 39 does not limit training investments to workers employed on Proposition 39 projects; additional opportunities exist for effective investments in training for careers related to energy efficiency and clean energy occupations, and will be discussed at the end of this section.

CONSTRUCTION WORKERS IN ENERGY EFFICIENCY RETROFIT AND RENEWABLE ENERGY INSTALLATION

Career pathways and training in the construction trades are well developed for public works construction. State-certified apprenticeship programs are the main vehicle for long-term, advanced training for these jobs and incorporate numerous industry-recognized certifications. Apprenticeship is an "earn-while-you-learn" model that provides immediate employment. On-the-job training is combined with technical classroom instruction provided by affiliated community colleges or adult schools. As apprentices advance in their training and acquire more skills, their wages increase accordingly.
State-certified apprenticeship is a system of self-funded industry training partnerships, in which multiple employers make a joint investment in training workers to meet industry demand. In the unionized sector, employers and employees each contribute a specific amount for each hour worked to a Taft-Hartley training trust fund. For the non-union programs, the employers make a unilateral contribution. The self-funding mechanism makes apprenticeship sustainable and helps ensure its value to both workers and employers. Employers tailor training to the demands of the marketplace, including new technology adoption and changes in building code. This benefits trainees as well, because the skills they learn are valuable and marketable.

There are still gaps even in this very robust training system. Workers need strong basic skills, which high schools do not always provide, to successfully apply for and complete apprenticeship programs. Pre-apprenticeship programs have emerged to help fill this gap and are an important vehicle for providing a pipeline for people from disadvantaged communities into apprenticeship. Unlike apprenticeship, pre-apprenticeship programs do not have a mechanism for self-funding, so irregular funding can be a barrier to the success and sustainability of these programs.

It is also critical that funding goes to effective pre-apprenticeship programs. The term "pre-apprenticeship" has been used to describe a wide variety of programs with a very mixed record in placing workers in career-track jobs. The U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) has recently released new regulatory guidelines that identify specific characteristics that define effective pre-apprenticeship programs. These include a documented partnership with at least one certified apprenticeship program to insure tight coordination on timing, need, and curriculum. Recent state legislation (AB 554, 2011) echoes this intent to align training by requiring that pre-apprenticeship programs funded with Workforce Investment Act funds be conducted in coordination with one or more certified apprenticeship programs.

California has a wide array of pre-apprenticeship programs that may or may not meet the new DOL guidelines or the intent of AB 554. Pre-apprenticeship programs are run by wide variety of entities, including non-profit organizations, community colleges, high schools, and apprenticeship programs themselves. They are funded with a variety of temporary federal, state, and foundation funds. Proposition 39 names both YouthBuild and the California Conservation Corps (CCC) as two possible recipients for training investments. YouthBuild is a federally-funded, locally-designed program in which low-income young people (ages 16-24) work full-time for six to 24 months learning job skills by building affordable housing in their communities while working toward their GEDs or high school diplomas. CCC is a state program with affiliated local programs targeted to youth; its main focus has been employing young people (ages 18 - 25) to work outdoors for one year to improve California's natural resources. Other examples of pre-apprenticeship programs include Helmets to Hardhats, which targets veterans, and a number of local programs, such as RichmondBUILD and the Cypress Mandela Training Center, that assist women and ex-offenders as well as youth, and high school-based programs such as the Los Angeles Unified School District “We Build” program. At this time, there is insufficient information to assess which pre-apprenticeship programs, whether run by community colleges, high schools, YouthBuild, CCC or other entities, meet the DOL guidelines or the intent of AB 554.
Pre-apprenticeship program costs range between roughly $4,500 to as much as $15,000 per trainee, depending on the level of supportive services and on-the-job training. Our estimate of less than 100 entry-level jobs per year (about 475 over the five-year duration of the funding) suggests a limited need for pre-apprenticeship funding for jobs in projects funded by Proposition 39. In rough terms, assuming that funds are allocated to the more comprehensive pre-apprenticeship programs and there is an 80 percent completion rate, the cost of pre-apprenticeship training for Proposition 39 would be less than $2 million per year.

In addition to preparing a pool of qualified entry level workers, policies that impact contractor hiring decisions may be needed to ensure their placement. Targeted hire goals that are incorporated into project labor agreements are another way to facilitate the hiring of disadvantaged workers. Targeted hire increases access to construction jobs for veterans, local residents, and other disadvantaged populations by requiring that a certain percentage of workers are hired from targeted populations.

Finally, there may be a need for skills upgrade training for incumbent journey-level construction workers for new “beyond-code” technologies. Journey-level workers have opportunities to learn new skills and keep up-to-date on the latest technology through journey upgrade classes offered through the apprenticeship program or the union, and employers have a strong incentive to make sure that training offerings are up-to-date. Nevertheless, there can be a lag time for upgrading curriculum as the most cutting-edge energy efficiency and renewable energy skills and technology penetrate the market.

SCHOOL MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS WORKERS

Incumbent school employees responsible for the maintenance and operation of school facilities may also benefit from specific training on energy efficiency and renewable energy in order to properly operate systems and equipment to achieve the full potential of energy savings. A recent evaluation found that operations and maintenance improvements attributable to the Building Operator Certification training program resulted in 15 percent of net kWh savings, 13 percent of net kW savings, and 60 percent of net therm savings.

Proposition 39 is an opportunity to fill training gaps and potentially build career pathways for maintenance and operations workers in California’s schools. In the past, some school districts provided training to maintenance and operations staff but most of these training programs have been eliminated over the years due to budget cuts. The California School Employees Association (CSEA) represents about two-thirds of school classified employees statewide and offers annual training courses for maintenance and operations workers through its Maintenance and Operations Skills Development Academy. This represents an existing infrastructure that is linked to a large portion of the workforce. The Service Employees International Union (SEIU), which represents around one-third of school employees across the state, also has experience in training custodians and other facilities personnel through its labor-management training partnerships. The Building Operators Training and Certification program offered by the state’s Investor-Owned Utilities may also be a relevant resource. Leveraging all of these existing resources will require planning and coordination.
Table 5. School Maintenance and Operations Trainees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Category</th>
<th>Estimated Trainees per Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Custodian</td>
<td>4,494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance Worker</td>
<td>1,266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVAC</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Painter</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrician</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plumber</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>6,049</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 estimates annual training needs for key categories of school maintenance and operations workers. These annual training estimates provide an upper limit on the number of workers needing training based on the number of estimated workers statewide (see Table 4), assuming all employees would need some amount of training and that training would occur over the five years of Proposition 39 funding.

**BROADER TRAINING NEEDS FOR DISADVANTAGED YOUTH, VETERANS AND OTHERS**

If policymakers determine that Proposition 39 training funds will be used more broadly than training needed for the successful implementation of Proposition 39 goals, there are ample opportunities to invest in programs that have a track record in helping disadvantaged youth and others. This should include not only pre-apprenticeship programs for construction, but also programs that help disadvantaged youth (and older workers) finish high-school and/or continue to college, and/or gain employment in other living wage jobs. In occupations related to clean energy and energy efficiency, pipelines into living wage careers include professional careers such as architecture and engineering as well as some white collar sales and other middle-skilled jobs.

Earn-while-you-learn models like YouthBuild and the CCC are important programs that can start workers on a career path. They should be seen as the first step on a ladder of training and employment leading to a variety of middle-class careers. Summer youth employment programs are another important model because of their focus on school drop-out avoidance and recovery. Recent summer jobs programs in Los Angeles are promising because they include explicit incentives and supports for continued education for participants. The California Partnership Academies, high school career technical programs serving at risk youth through drop-out avoidance and support for multiple career pathways, are also a critical part of the state’s existing infrastructure. Programs for disadvantaged workers and students are most successful when they link their graduates to specific and real opportunities for further education, apprenticeship training, or career-track employment.
Construction should thus be seen as only one pathway to help targeted groups get career-track jobs. Many experienced construction workers are still “on the bench” due to the 40 percent drop in employment in the construction industry from peak employment in 2006. Although the construction industry is starting to recover, many apprenticeship programs are just beginning to accept new applicants after a period of limited or no openings. To assess the need for funding for pre-apprenticeship programs beyond those needed for Proposition 39 projects, data is needed on the number of slots that will open in state-certified apprenticeship over the next five years and the current capacity of effective pre-apprenticeship programs in California.

7. CONCLUSION

Proposition 39 is a large investment in energy efficiency and clean energy in California, allocating $550 million per year for five years for energy retrofit projects in the state’s schools and other public entities. The law has multiple goals that include saving energy, reducing utility bill costs, and job creation. The directive on jobs in Proposition 39 specifies the importance of “good paying” jobs and improving access to good jobs for disadvantaged workers. Policymakers are now grappling with how best to weigh the trade-offs inherent in alternative approaches which emphasize one or another of these multiple goals. We hope this report can inform this decision-making process by clarifying the likely job and workforce impacts and the policy tools that can influence them.

Readers may be surprised at our relatively small job forecasts, which are based on our conservative rule of thumb that 6.2 direct jobs are created for every million dollars of investment. Policymakers have little influence over the number of jobs per million dollars of investment in any industry, because this is largely determined by its capital-intensity or labor-intensity. The only significant tool policymakers have to increase the number of jobs created by Proposition 39 is to use some of the funds to leverage a larger investment pool for energy efficiency and clean energy work. The larger the total investment, the greater the number of jobs created. The benefits of leveraging on job creation should thus be part of the calculus of the pros and cons of leveraging vs. direct grants. Given the difficulties of forecasting jobs and the wide range of estimates reported here, we urge policymakers to require data tracking on the actual number of jobs as part of the program’s reporting requirements.

As far as the goal of good-paying jobs, Proposition 39 is likely to be successful because this funding falls under the state’s prevailing wage law. If enforcement is adequate, middle-class construction jobs will be created. Apprenticeship standards ensure that skilled workers are hired who can perform proper installations and service, leading to high performance and persistence of energy savings.

A bigger challenge is how to address Proposition 39’s goal to help disadvantaged workers obtain employment in good-paying energy efficiency and clean energy jobs. Our research reveals that job openings for entry-level workers on Proposition 39-funded retrofit and installation projects will be limited. We estimate that only about 100 entry-level, first-year apprenticeship slots will be created if funding is distributed via grants. Leveraging can help
create additional entry-level jobs but the number will still be small. While the apprenticeship structure is extremely effective in imparting skills to entry-level workers and moving them into middle-class careers, contractors need to maintain a workable ratio between fully-skilled journey-level workers and new apprentices. This restricts the number of entry-level workers who can be hired at any given level of investment, even with the strongest targeted hire policies and workforce preparation programs.

Effective workforce training and education, including earn-while-you learn opportunities, do exist for disadvantaged youth and others, beyond those arising from jobs in the specific energy efficiency and clean energy projects funded by Proposition 39. These programs, if effective, can help create pipelines into career-track jobs in construction and other sectors, including into higher education and professional jobs. To that effect, funding can align with and leverage California’s rich and extensive existing training infrastructure. Much has been learned about what constitutes effective training and education in occupations related to energy efficiency and clean energy and these lessons can be applied as criteria for funding decisions on workforce development.

This report also calls attention to the incumbent workers already employed by school districts, who are critical to the energy savings goals of Proposition 39. School custodians, construction trades workers, and facilities managers all have a role to play in school energy use and many could benefit from training. Proposition 39 is an opportunity to fill training gaps and potentially build career pathways for facilities and operations workers in California’s schools and other eligible entities.

In conclusion, policymakers and program implementers have a set of tools to influence the quantity and quality of jobs created by Proposition 39, and training and job opportunities for disadvantaged Californians. Decision-makers can also help ensure that workers in all the installation, maintenance, and operation jobs that impact energy use have the skills and knowledge to improve the energy performance of our schools and buildings. A thoughtful approach to the jobs and workforce development aspects of Proposition 39 implementation can help achieve California’s energy and workforce goals in tandem.
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